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The Improvement Analytics 
Unit and R 



About the Improvement Analytics Unit 

We are an innovative partnership between THF 

and NHS England aiming to establish a resource 

that can: 

• Evaluate whether local change initiatives, 

implemented as part of national programmes, 

are improving care  

• Provide rapid feed back at local and national 

level in order to inform ongoing learning and 

improvement 

• Use robust statistical methods to draw causal 

inference 

“Are outcomes different for patients who are 

part of an initiative compared to those who are 

not?” 

 



The IAU and R 

R supports our aim of rapid and robust analysis 

• Flexible and extremely powerful for data manipulation and 

professional graphics  

• Wide variety of user contributed software enabling 

immediate application of complex statistical methods 

• Actively supported with plethora of free documentation and 

tutorials readily available online 

• Runs on windows, Mac OS and GNU/Linux 

• Integrates well with excel, SPSS and SAS 

 

 



Evaluating a health care 
intervention 



Evaluating a healthcare intervention (1) 

The evaluation question 

 “What is the impact of the intervention on the outcome of interest in the 

intervention group?” 

The evaluation method 

In order to answer the evaluation question, we typically need to identify a 

control group, that is, who or what we are comparing the intervention 

group to?   

Choosing a suitable control group is key 

Our aim is to find a control group whose outcomes reflect those of the 

intervention group in the absence of the intervention – the so called 

“counterfactual”.  

If an acceptable control group can be found, differences between the 

intervention and control group might be attributable to the intervention. 



Evaluating a healthcare intervention (2) 

We use statistical methods to find a control group consisting of patients/units 

(e.g. hospitals), with similar characteristics to the patients/units in the 

intervention group before the intervention began, or before it was received. 

Genetic matching  

Each intervention patient is matched with a patient from a donor pool of 

available controls in order  to create a control group with similar values of 

key characteristics as the intervention group, just prior to the start of the 

intervention.  

Synthetic controls.  

The control group comprises the weighted combination of the units in the 

donor pool that best reproduces the characteristics of the intervention group 

units across the whole pre-intervention period. 
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Examples of our work 

https://health.org.uk/publication/impact-

redesigning-urgent-emergency-care-

northumberland 

https://health.org.uk/publication/impact-

providing-enhanced-support-sutton-

homes-care-residents 

1. Patient level intervention 

using genetic matching 

2. Population level intervention 

using synthetic controls 



Example #1 Patient level 

• Principia (MCP) vanguard introduced an 

enhanced support package in 24 local 

care homes in April 2014. 

“What is the impact of the support on 

hospital activity of Principia CH residents?”  

• Hospital activity of 588 CH residents was 

compared to matched controls chosen 

from a donor pool, where the donor pool 

was made up of CH residents from 6 

comparable CCGs believed not to be in 

receipt of enhanced care.  

• Matching was performed using an 

statistical approach called “genetic 

matching” implemented in R package 

‘Matching’. 



Example #1: Balance 

Balance between intervention and control groups 



Example #1: Results 

Comparing intervention and control groups 

A&E attendances: 

Principia care home 

residents attended A&E 

departments 29% less 

often than the matched 

control group.  

(95% CI 11%-43% lower). 

     



Example #2: Population level 

• Northumberland (PACS) vanguard opened 

a specialist emergency care hospital as 

part of an extensive change programme 

“What is the impact of the redesign of urgent 

and emergency care on hospital activity in 

Northumberland?” 

• Compare hospital activity of 

Northumberland population to a “synthetic” 

control population – a weighted 

combination of up to 20 comparable 

regions in the donor pool   

• The synthetic control was found using a 

method proposed by Abadie et al. and  

implemented in R package ‘Synth’. 



Example #2: The donor pool 

• Age, gender, ethnicity 

• Education level 

• Population density 

• Socioeconomic and health 

deprivation 

• Number of GPs and care 

home beds 

• QOF achievement score 

• Disease prevalence and 

comorbidities 

• Hospital utilisation 



Example #2: The synthetic control 

33% Heywood,    

 Middleton and  

 Rochdale 

39% Doncaster 

27% North Derbyshire 

1% Birmingham South  

 and Central 



Example #2: Results 

Northumberland residents 

had a 13.6% increase in 

rate of A&E visits 



Example #2: Keeping up with novel methods  



The IAU and R 

R supports our aim of rapid and robust analysis 

• Flexible and extremely powerful for data manipulation and 

professional graphics  

• Wide variety of user contributed software enabling 

immediate application of complex statistical methods 

• Actively supported with plethora of free documentation and 

tutorials readily available online 

• Runs on windows, Mac OS and GNU/Linux 

• Integrates well with excel, SPSS and SAS 

 

 



Thank you 


